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Notice

NOTICE

Ernst & Young was engaged on the instructions of the Adelaide Festival Centre Trust (AFCT) (the “Client”) to evaluate the economic 
contribution of the AFCT (the “Project”), in accordance with the engagement agreement dated 8 November 2016. 

The results of Ernst & Young’s work, including the assumptions and qualifications made in preparing the report, are set out in Ernst & 
Young’s report dated February 2017 (“Report”).  The Report should be read in its entirety including the applicable scope of the work 
and any limitations.  A reference to the Report includes any part of the Report.  No further work has been undertaken by Ernst & Young 
since the date of the Report to update it. The report has been constructed based on information current as of 10 February, and which 
has been provided by the Client and other industry stakeholders. Since this date, material events may have occurred since completion 
which is not reflected in the report.

Ernst & Young has prepared the Report for the benefit of AFCT and has considered only the interests of AFCT.  Accordingly, Ernst & 
Young makes no representations as to the appropriateness, accuracy or completeness of the Report for any other party’s purposes.

Ernst & Young has prepared this economic analysis in conjunction with, and relying on information provided by the Client and other 
industry stakeholders. We do not imply, and it should not be construed that we have performed audit or due diligence procedures on 
any of the information provided to us.  We have not independently verified, or accept any responsibility or liability for independently 
verifying, any such information nor do we make any representation as to the accuracy or completeness of the information. We accept 
no liability for any loss or damage, which may result from your reliance on any research, analyses or information so supplied.

It should also be noted that this assessment does not constitute a Cost Benefit Analysis. Further, it is important to note that the 
identification of economic impact and contribution is not a precise science.

No reliance may be placed upon the Report or any of its contents by any recipient of the Report for any purpose and any party 
receiving a copy of the Report must make and rely on their own enquiries in relation to the issues to which the Report relates, the 
contents of the Report and all matters arising from or relating to or in any way connected with the Report or its contents.

Ernst & Young disclaims all responsibility to any other party for any loss or liability that the other party may suffer or incur arising from 
or relating to or in any way connected with the contents of the Report, the provision of the Report to the other party or the reliance 
upon the Report by the other party.  

No claim or demand or any actions or proceedings may be brought against Ernst & Young arising from or connected with the contents 
of the Report or the provision of the Report to any party.  Ernst & Young will be released and forever discharged from any such claims, 
demands, actions or proceedings.

Ernst & Young has consented to the Report being published electronically on the AFCT website, for informational purposes only.  Ernst 
& Young has not consented to distribution or disclosure beyond this.  The material contained in the Report, including the Ernst & Young 
logo, is copyright and copyright in the Report itself vests in AFCT. The Report, including the Ernst & Young logo, cannot be altered 
without prior written permission from Ernst & Young.

Ernst & Young’s liability is limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.
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The Adelaide Festival Centre (AFC) functions as Adelaide’s 
premier performing arts centre and is operated by the Adelaide 
Festival Centre Trust (AFCT). The AFCT runs a range of activities 
within its broader role of promoting and hosting the performing 
arts in South Australia. During 2015-16, there were more than 
505,000 ticketed attendances including theatre, opera, dance, 
ballet, and musical performances. 

The AFCT manages partnerships with ‘home companies’; South 
Australian performing arts companies such as the Adelaide 
Symphony Orchestra, the State Theatre Company, and State 
Opera of South Australia, hosting co-productions and providing 
in-kind support to continue to promote the Arts. 

Table 1 summarises the monetised economic and social 
contribution estimates for the Greater Adelaide region  
in 2015-16.

The AFCT made a $108 million contribution to Gross Regional 
Product (GRP) in 2015-16, as well as a further $52 million in 
monetised social contribution. The estimated total economic 
contribution and social value was $160 million.

Table 1: Estimated AFCT economic and social contribution in 2015-16 

Economic contribution item Source/detail Economic Contribution 
Gross Regional Product, $m

a Direct economic contribution Ticket sales, AFCT theatre services, ticket services and box 
office revenues
Revenues from AFCT food and beverage activities and revenue 
generated in local businesses
Revenues from AFC car park and local businesses
Tourism related revenue generated in local businesses from AFCT 
events

$43.4 million

b Indirect economic contribution Indirect contribution generated by AFCT from input goods and services 
sold to the AFCT, businesses earning revenue from AFCT events and 
wages and salaries

$64.4 million

c=a+b Total direct and indirect 
economic contribution

Sum of direct and indirect economic contribution $107.8 million

d Total social contribution Sum of social contributions (e.g. civic pride and volunteerism) $52.4 million

e=c+d Sum of direct and indirect economic and social value contribution $160.2 million

Source: REMPLAN, AFCT. Totals may not sum due to rounding.

The total output contribution (mid-point estimate) of the 
AFCT, including direct and indirect effects was $240 million in 
Greater Adelaide.

The activities of the AFCT in 2015-16 resulted in a direct 
contribution estimate of 589 jobs in Greater Adelaide, and a 
further 488 jobs in flow-on effects. The total contribution to 
employment during 2015-16, including direct and indirect 
effects was 1,076 jobs.

The AFCT also:
• ►Provides a wide ranging education program through the Arts. 

The AFCT hosts visits and tours for primary and secondary 
school students to learn about the performing arts, as well as 
providing awards and cultural exchange programs

• ►Facilitates social inclusion and diversity through the range of 
festivals, events and programs. These festivals and programs 
promote diversity and inclusiveness of different cultures 
encouraging greater social cohesion

01
Executive summary
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02
Introduction

2.1 The Adelaide Festival Centre Trust
The Adelaide Festival Centre (AFC) functions as Adelaide’s premier performing arts 
centre and is operated by the Adelaide Festival Centre Trust (AFCT). The AFCT runs 
a range of activities within its broader role of promoting and hosting the performing 
arts in South Australia. During 2015-16, there were more than 505,000 ticketed 
attendances including theatre, opera, dance, ballet, and musical performances1. 

The AFCT manages partnerships with ‘home companies’; South Australian performing 
arts companies such as the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra, the State Theatre 
Company, and State Opera of South Australia, hosting co-productions and providing in 
kind support to continue to promote the Arts. 

The AFCT also provides a wide ranging education program around the Arts. The AFCT 
hosts visits and tours for primary and secondary school students to learn about the 
performing arts, as well as providing awards and cultural exchange programs. 

The AFC’s strategic focus is centered on the following goals2: 
• Strategic Goal 1: Programming 

Deliver an imaginative and stimulating annual program which is high quality, 
targets diverse audience segments, is accessible to all and reaches the largest 
possible audience

• Strategic Goal 2: Marketing, Communications & Public Affairs 
Implement an integrated marketing strategy which grows audience reputation and 
stakeholder support

• Strategic Goal 3: Assets & Venues 
Be the arts entertainment hub for the Riverbank Precinct. Redevelop Her Majesty’s 
Theatre as a commercial theatre. Ensure we upgrade and equip venues accordingly

• Strategic Goal 4: Sponsorship & Commercial 
Establish an alliance of support that enables sustainable philanthropic and 
business growth

• Strategic Goal 5: People & Culture 
Build a positive and collaborative culture that attracts and retains the best possible 
people to bring our mission and objectives to life

• Strategic Goal 6: Governance 
Strengthen our governance to ensure that we meet the highest standards of safety, 
environmental performance and business conduct across the organisation

1
 Including ticket sales and other ticketed admissions

2
 Adelaide Festival Centre Annual Report 2015-16
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Figure 1: Scope of economic activities generated from the AFCT

The AFCT has an economic contribution (in addition to its artistic contribution) to 
South Australia and to the national economy. It does this through delivering shows, 
employing performers, attracting visitors, and stimulating economic activity in nearby 
businesses such as hotels and restaurants. 

This range of AFCT activities is summarised in the following figure. 

The AFCT also receives a grant from the South Australian Government to assist in the 
completion of its strategic goals. 
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2.2 Scope and structure of 
this report
EY was engaged by the AFCT to estimate the  
2015-16 economic contribution of the AFCT to the 
economy of Greater Adelaide. Our approach involved 
the consideration of:
• ► Direct employment
• ► Indirect employment by non-AFCT venues (such as 

hotels or restaurants)
• ► Increased intrastate, interstate and international 

visitors to the Greater Adelaide economy (both 
attendees to events and performances, as well as 
visiting performers and support staff). This includes 
any additional expenditure by these visitors above 
and beyond the direct expenditure on performances 
(including the impact of any additional expenditure on 
the local economy)

• ► The value of volunteering work
• ► The existence value (or civic pride) of the AFC from the 

perspective of Greater Adelaide residents

Some of the AFCT’s biennial offerings such as the Guitar 
Festival and the dreamBIG Children’s Festival did not 
occur in 2015-16. Therefore, the economic contribution 
associated with these events has not been monetised in 
this report. 

This report provides the analysis and estimated results 
from this scope. 

The remaining sections of this report are as follows:
• ► Section 2 discusses the data sources utilised, the region 

for analysis and our methodology
• ► Section 3.1 discusses the AFCT’s operating activities in 

2015-16, and outlines the input data to calculate the 
direct economic contribution 

• ► Section 3.2 estimates the indirect (industrial and 
consumption) contributions from the AFCT’s direct 
economic contribution

• ► Section 3.3 discusses the AFCT’s monetised and non-
monetised social contribution to Greater Adelaide

• ► Section 3.4 summarises the results, and documents the 
total economic contribution, including economic and 
social effects

2.3 Data sources
The following data sources were used in the preparation of 
this report:
• ► AFC Annual Report 2015-16
• ► Unpublished data provided by the AFC
• ► ABS data as referenced 
• ► Tourism Research Australia data on average expenditures 

for visitors to Greater Adelaide from interstate and overseas 
(sourced from REMPLAN)

• ► REMPLAN input output multipliers and data

The bibliography in Appendix A documents other external data 
sources referred to in this report. 

2.4 Region for analysis
The region used for this analysis is the Greater Adelaide region 
(shown in Figure 2). The region encompasses much of the South 
Australian population (1.32 million of 1.70 million people) 3. 

This region approximately corresponds to the distance a visitor to 
the AFC would likely travel before needing to stay overnight for an 
event (and therefore incur additional expenditures which would 
contribute to the AFCT’s economic contribution as a whole). 
Figure 2: Greater Adelaide 

Source: REMPLAN
3
ABS Cat. 3235.0 Table 6
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2.5 Methodology
The economic contribution of the AFCT is broader than its 
direct contribution to economic activity. There are flow-on 
contributions to other sectors of the economy, as well as social 
dividends, by providing a service which people value, but do not 
necessarily pay for through ticket sales or memberships. 

This report adopts a methodology which estimates the 
economic contribution from the AFCT in 2015-16, including 
its social and cultural value to the community. This reflects the 
methodology employed by Herrero, Sans, Devesa, Bedate & 
Barrio (2006)4, to estimate the direct and indirect contribution 
from commercial activities, and the valuation of social and 
cultural factors, such as discussed in Noonan (2003)5. 

REMPLAN was engaged to develop tailored input/output 
multipliers that reflect the specific characteristics and 
interdependent nature of the South Australian economy. 
REMPLAN modelling provides the ability to assess likely 
economic contribution of different scenarios. 

Input-output models trace the revenue and expenditure 
flows that link industries and workers within and outside 
economic regions. For instance, an increase in output in one 
industry (the “direct impact”) would give rise to demand 
for inputs from other industries (industrial effect) as well as 
labour (consumption effect). In turn, these support industries 
would demand further inputs and labour, and so on. The sum 
of the industrial effect and the consumption effect is the 
“indirect impact”. 

This methodology tallies the economic contribution of the 
AFCT, based on its activities in 2015-16, as the sum of its direct 
and indirect economic activities, and its monetised and non-
monetised social contribution. This is summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2: Economic contribution components

Economic 
contribution 
component

Corresponding source

a Direct economic 
contribution

Ticket sales, AFCT theatre 
services, ticket services and box 
office revenues
Revenues from AFCT food and 
beverage activities and revenue 
generated in local businesses
Revenues from AFC car park and 
local businesses
Tourism related revenue 
generated in local businesses 
from AFCT events

b Indirect economic 
contribution – 
industrial effect

Indirect contribution generated 
by AFCT from input goods and 
services sold to the AFCT and 
businesses earning revenue from 
AFCT events

c Indirect economic 
contribution – 
consumption effect

Indirect contribution generated 
by AFCT and businesses earning 
revenue from AFCT events from 
the effect of wages and salaries 
spent on household consumption

d=a+b+c Total direct and 
indirect economic 
contribution

Sum of direct and indirect 
economic contribution

e Social contribution - 
existence value

Non-use value from residents 
(civic pride)

f Social contribution – 
other monetised

Other monetised 
social contribution

g Social contribution – 
other non-monetised

Other non-monetised 
social contribution

h=e+f+g Total social 
contribution

Sum of social contributions 
(monetised and non- monetised)

i=d+h Sum of direct and indirect economic and social 
value contribution

4
 Luis Cesar Herrero, Jose Angel Sanz, Maria Devesa, Ana Bedate and Maria Jose del Barrio; The Economic Impact of Cultural Events: A Case Study of Salamanca 2002, European Capital of Culture; 
European Urban and Regional Studies 2006. 

5
 Noonan, Contingent Valuation and Cultural Resources: A Meta-Analytic Review of the Literature; School of Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta; 2003. 
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REMPLAN’s core data set is based on the latest 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) national accounts 
figures of the Australian economy, coupled with the 
latest Census data.

The following indicators of monetised economic value 
are reported in the analysis: 
• ► Output — Market value of goods and services 

produced, measured by turnover/revenue 
• ► Contribution to Gross Regional Product (GRP) — 

Market value of goods and services produced, after 
deducting the cost of goods and services used. This 
avoids any associated double counting. Contribution 
to GRP is equivalent to value added

• ► Jobs — Total number of jobs (headcount) generated 

The REMPLAN model accounts for ‘leakage’ of direct 
expenditure from the economy in its multipliers.

6
 More complex CGE models can account for profit maximisation, household consumption 
functions, terms of trade effects, labour market adjustments etc. These models take into 
account changes in prices and wages with increases in demand. As such, their economic 
impact results are generally much more conservative relative to input-output analysis as 
capacity constraints are taken into account by increases in prices and wages. 
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03
Economic contribution results

This section outlines the AFCT’s estimated economic contribution.

3.1 Operating activities
In 2015-16, the AFCT recorded approximately 1,070,000 attendances to all types of 
activities, including ticketed shows, non-ticketed events, internal events, and food and 
beverage outlets. This was the highest AFCT attendance on record. This attendance 
quantum reflects the broad type of activities which are held at AFCT venues, in 
particular, the many free family and community arts events and programs such as the 
OzAsia festival, Moon Lantern Parade, many exhibitions and the Night Noodle Markets 
(approximately 54% of total attendances). 

Figure 3: Summary of AFCT attendance in 2015-16

Source: AFCT. Note: Total non-ticketed includes complimentary tickets. Other non-ticketed evens Includes promotions, sponsorship packages, contract deals with 
suppliers and tickets for reviewers. 

Ticketed events

0 200,000 400,000 600,000 400,000 500,000 600,000

Non-ticketed events

Ticketed events Non-ticketed events
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Figure 4: Number and value of tickets sold in 2015-16

Figure 5: Number of tickets sold in 2015-16

The AFCT’s primary monetised economic contribution is derived 
from the sales of tickets for shows held at AFCT venues. During 
2015-16, the AFCT sold approximately $31 million in tickets 
to over 505,000 attendees. This includes shows that were run 
internally, as well as shows run by third parties at AFCT venues. 

Shows held at AFCT venues may be run either by the AFCT itself 
(internally managed and run events), or by external parties 
renting AFCT venues (external hires and other companies, such 
as the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra or the State Opera of SA). 
The AFCT generally provides theatre services to shows held 
at AFCT venues by external parties (such as lighting, staging, 
ticketing, and other assistance in running shows). 

Source: AFCT

The majority of attendees (88%) 
arrive from within Greater Adelaide. 
Regional South Australia accounts 
for a further 8.3% of those attendees, 
interstate visitors account for 2.7%, 
and overseas visitors 0.7%.

Source: AFCT
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In addition to its activities in hosting and managing ticketed events, the AFCT also 
records revenues from food and beverage sales, car parking, sponsorship and 
other activities.

In 2015–16, the AFCT received a grant from the South Australian Government of 
$17.4 million — made up of $10.9 million in operating funds, $1.5 million in Festivals’ 
grants and an in-out rental grant of $5.8 million. 

Table 3: AFCT revenues in 2015–16 

Revenue from fees and charges $m

Theatre Services (staging, production, and assistance with external shows) 7.3

Ticketing (BASS related revenues) 4.6

Car park 1.4

Box office (ticket sales from AFCT run shows and events) 6.0

Sponsorship 0.8

Catering and functions 3.3

Other revenues 2.3

Total revenue from fees and charges 25.6

Table 4: AFCT expenditures in 2015–16

Operating expenses $m

Staff benefits expenses (salaries, wages and on costs) 19.1

Accommodation 10.3

Advertising and marketing 1.9

Artistic production 5.3

Communications and IT 1.6

Professional expenses 1.2

Repairs and maintenance 0.3

Sponsorship 0.1

Supplies 1.9

Travel and entertainment 0.4

Other 1.0

Total staff costs, supplies and services 43.0

Source: Adelaide Festival Centre 2015-16 Annual Report

Source: Adelaide Festival Centre 2015-16 Annual Report
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Visitors to Greater Adelaide also contribute to expenditure within the region, on both 
AFCT events and to other businesses in the region. This other expenditure may include 
accommodation while staying in Adelaide for a show, food and beverage, transport, and 
purchasing goods and services while within the region. Table 5 outlines the average 
expenditure for interstate visitors and international visitors to Greater Adelaide during 
2015-16, according to the sector of expenditure. 

On average, visitors to Greater Adelaide spent an average of $609 per visit when visiting 
from interstate, and an average of $2,010 when visiting from overseas. This expenditure 
was predominantly in the Accommodation & Food Services, and Manufacturing sectors 
of the economy. 

Table 5: Expenditure by interstate/intrastate and international visitors to Greater Adelaide

Interstate* 
$ per visit

International  
$ per visit

Accommodation & Food Services 195 643

Manufacturing 97 320

Transport, Postal & Warehousing 88 289

Retail Trade 74 245

Ownership of Dwellings 29 96

Administrative & Support Services 26 84

Arts & Recreation Services 26 84

Education & Training 25 82

Wholesale Trade 14 46

Rental, Hiring & Real Estate Services 13 42

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing 7 24

Information Media & Telecommunications 6 20

Health Care & Social Assistance 5 18

Other Services 4 12

Financial & Insurance Services 1 2

Total expenditure per visit** 609 2,010

Average length of stay per visit (number of nights) 3.7 23.3

Source: REMPLAN, Tourism Research Australia data. Totals may not add due to rounding. 

*Including visitors from outside Greater Adelaide but within South Australia.
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The recorded number of attendees from interstate and overseas 
and the average expenditure per visit has been used to 
determine the average expenditure while in the region for AFCT 
events in 2015-16 (the increased revenues to businesses from 
AFCT events). 

Survey data of AFC attendees also identifies whether those 
attending AFC events from interstate and overseas visited 
Adelaide strictly for the event, or whether visitors would have 
travelled to Adelaide regardless of the event. This data has been 
used to determine what proportion of visitors the AFCT has 
added to the Greater Adelaide economy. This is shown in Table 6. 

3.2 Economic contribution of 
operating activities
The information contained in Section 3.1 provides the basis to 
estimate the direct contribution from the AFCT’s activities in 
2015-16. This direct contribution reflects the contribution from:

1 AFC hosted and managed events

2 AFC hosted events managed by third parties

3 Revenue from non-AFCT businesses from AFCT events

4 Revenue from AFCT venues other than the AFC

Table 6: Incremental visitors to Greater Adelaide due to AFCT events

Survey data Metric

Number of participants in survey 19,767

Number of Greater Adelaide visitors at AFCT events 
in survey sample

592

Number of Greater Adelaide visitors due to AFCT 
events

438

Percentage of participants who purchased a ticket 
for someone who lives interstate or overseas*

5.0%

Percentage of all visitors to Greater Adelaide due to 
AFCT events (lower bound)**

74%

Percentage of all visitors to Greater Adelaide due to 
AFCT events (upper bound)***

79%

It is assumed that a portion of those living interstate or overseas 
for whom the 5% of survey respondents purchase tickets (as 
listed Table 6), would also visit Greater Adelaide strictly for AFCT 
events. Therefore, it is estimated for the purposes of the analysis 
that between 74% (lower bound) and 79% (upper bound) of 
visitors to Greater Adelaide due to AFCT events would not have 
otherwise come to Adelaide.

Source: McGregor Tan Quarterly Cumulative Survey Report, June 2016 

*The surveyed participants are the purchasers of tickets only. 
**438 / 592 = 74% 
***74% + 5% = 79%
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3.2.1 Direct economic contribution
The direct contribution calculated below is a sum of the total sales from AFCT 
activities (tickets and other operating activities), and the incremental tourism 
expenditure to the Greater Adelaide region from visitors from intrastate, interstate 
and overseas. Table 7 below summarises the direct contribution. 

Table 7: Direct economic contribution in 2015-16

Sector Economic activity Direct contribution (total output)

Lower bound 
$m

Upper bound 
$m

Arts & Recreation 
Services

Ticket sales, AFCT theatre services 
& workshops, ticket services and box 
office revenue

36.3 37.4 

Accommodation 
& Food Services

Revenues from AFCT food and 
beverage activities and revenue 
generated in local businesses

19.5 28.0 

Transport, Postal 
& Warehousing

Revenue from AFC car park and local 
businesses

8.7 12.5 

Other sectors Tourism related revenue generated in 
local businesses from AFCT events

25.0 38.1 

Total Total direct economic contribution 89.4 116.0 

Source: AFCT, REMPLAN

This is estimated using a low and a high range, which is based on a potential range of 
the number of visitors to Adelaide for AFCT events (between 74% and up to 79%) and 
an estimated overlap between attendees at AFCT ticketed and non-ticketed events7.

3.2.2 Indirect economic contribution
In addition to direct contributions to the economy through increased economic 
activity from the AFCT, there will be flow-on economic activity to other sectors 
of the economy. This is from two major effects: the industrial effect, and the 
consumption effect. These indirect effects (flow-on effects) are in addition to the direct 
economic contribution. 

Industrial effects are derived from the sale of goods and services, in this case, to the 
AFCT, theatre companies that use the AFCT, and tourism related businesses benefiting 
from AFCT events. For instance, the production of food which is sold in AFCT 
restaurants, or repair staff who work periodically to maintain and repair AFCT facilities 
would be classified as an industrial effect. 

Consumption effects are derived from the contribution of wages and salaries of AFCT 
staff, which are spent on household goods and services within the region. 

The total direct and indirect economic contribution of the AFCT is the sum of these 
three effects: the direct effect, the industrial flow-on effect, and the consumption  
flow-on effect. 
7

 Visitor numbers are calculated separately for ticketed and non-ticketed events. Where the same visitor attends both a ticketed 
and non-ticketed event, counting all visitors separately would overstate the actual number of total visitors (and any tourism 
related economic contribution). For the purposes of this analysis, a potential overlap between ticketed and non-ticketed event 
attendees of between 0% and 30% has been used to generate the upper and lower bounds. A larger overlap corresponds to a 
lower tourism related direct contribution. 
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Table 8: Direct and indirect economic contribution in 2015-16

Total output  
$, millions 2016

Employment 
Number of jobs

Contribution to GRP 
$, millions 2016

Lower 
bound

Mid-point Upper 
bound

Lower 
bound

Mid-point Upper 
bound

Lower 
bound

Mid-point Upper 
bound

Direct effect $89 $103 $116 513 589 664 $37 $43 $49

Industrial effect $63 $71 $79 216 243 269 $26 $30 $33

Consumption effect $58 $66 $74 214 245 276 $30 $35 $39

Total contribution $210 $240 $270  943 1,076 1,209 $94 $108 $122

Multiplier 2.3x 2.3x 2.3x 1.8x 1.8x 1.8x 2.5x 2.5x 2.5x

Source: AFCT, BASS, REMPLAN. 

Note: Totals may not add due to rounding. The multipliers differ between the upper and lower bounds due to a change in the direct contribution between the upper and lower 
bound estimates. At the lower bound, the direct contribution is comprised of a larger proportion of ticket sales (in the Arts and Recreation Services sector), whereas at the 
upper bound, the direct contribution is comprised of a larger proportion of tourism related contribution (spread across a range of sectors). 

The estimated results of the economic contribution 
analysis (as shown in Table 8) are:

• ► A direct contribution of between $89 and $116 
million in total output. This contributes $63 to 
$79 million in industrial flow-on effects, and 
a further $58 to $74 million in consumption 
flow-on effects. The total output contribution, 
including direct and indirect effects, was between 
$210 and $270 million in Greater Adelaide

• ► A direct contribution of between 513 and 664 
jobs in Greater Adelaide. This contributes 216 
to 269 jobs in industrial flow-on effects, and a 
further 214 to 276 jobs in consumption flow-on 
effects. The total contribution to employment, 
including direct and indirect effects was between 
943 and 1,209 jobs in Greater Adelaide

• ► A direct contribution of between $37 and 
$49 million to GRP in Greater Adelaide. This 
contributes $26 to $33 million to GRP in 
industrial flow-on effects, and a further $30 
to $39 million to GRP in consumption flow-on 
effects. The total contribution to GRP, including 
direct and indirect effects was between $94 and 
$122 million in GRP in Greater Adelaide

Figure 6: AFCT direct and indirect contribution to total output and GRP in 2015-16 
(mid-point estimate)

Figure 7: AFCT direct and indirect contribution to employment in 2015-16 (mid-point estimate)

Source: AFCT, REMPLAN

Source: AFCT, REMPLAN
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AFCT’s economic contribution to total output, employment and GRP, 
including direct and indirect effects, are estimated in the figures below, 
based on the mid-point between the lower and upper bound. 
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3.3 Social contribution
The AFCT’s activities also have a significant social contribution, 
which should be reflected in its total value to society. Given the 
scope of the analysis, not all social contributions have been 
monetised. Social contributions from potential sources are 
described in this section:

1 Adelaide Festival Centre Foundation

2 Educational program (schools)

3 Volunteer staff

4 Cultural exchange program 

5 dreamBIG and Guitar Festival

6 Existence value

3.3.1 Adelaide Festival 
Centre Foundation
The Foundation made contributions totaling over $340,000 
to the Adelaide Festival Centre Trust including $150,000 to 
the Her Majesty’s Theatre Renewal Project to purchase the 
62 Grote Street property. 

The Foundation continues to support youth programs primarily 
by funding GreenRoom (for 18-30 year olds); financially 
supporting Something On Saturday arts workshops; providing 
the stipend for the Steel Ryan Fellow (Indigenous arts worker 
to be trained and mentored by skilled Adelaide Festival Centre 
staff); funding the inaugural Arts For All Program for young 
people experiencing disadvantage by providing arts workshops, 
live theatre show experiences and addressing issues such 
as bullying. Free or heavily subsidised tickets and transport 
are also funded by the Foundation to enable disadvantaged 
children to attend live theatre for the first time through the 
StudentTix program.

3.3.2 Educational program (schools)
The AFCT runs a number of educational and children’s 
programs. In conjunction with the Department of Education and 
Child Development (DECD), AFCT runs the CentrED program 
aimed at bringing arts to school children in schools in Greater 
Adelaide and South Australia. The AFCT and CentrED provides 
a range of educational facilities and services to primary and 
secondary schools (and teachers) to improve the quality of 
education in the performing and visual arts in South Australia. 
This includes:

• ► Providing tours and access to performances for primary and 
secondary schools

• ► Contributing to award programs (such as the Adelaide 
Festival Centre Arts Award) to promote arts education in 
South Australia

• ► Providing workshops for different performing and visual arts 
to primary and secondary school students

• ► Providing venue tours to explain back stage functions of 
theatre facilities

During 2015-16, 7,863 students from reception to Year 12 
students and teachers from 324 schools participated in 
CentrED programs. 

These education programs mean that for South Australian 
school students, a visit to the AFC is an integral part of 
their education. These education events are often students’ 
introduction to a professional performing arts performance or 
major performing arts venue. 

During 2015-16, in addition to the CentrED program, an 
estimated additional 25,000 students and teachers attended 
performances of the Adelaide Festival Centre’s home companies, 
State Opera, State Theatre Company, Adelaide Symphony 
Orchestra, Come Out and Windmill Performing Arts, along 
with visiting the extensive collection of visual and performing 
arts exhibitions in the various exhibiting spaces at Adelaide 
Festival Centre.

These services are provided (at no charge or on a non-
commercial basis) as part of the AFCT’s role in promoting the 
arts in South Australia. There is therefore an additional wider 
economic benefit to Greater Adelaide which is not reflected in 
its commercial activities. 
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3.3.3 Volunteer staff
The AFCT has a number of volunteer staff who assist with 
day to day operations. These volunteers contribute their time 
because they derive a social value from that contribution. 
The value of this ‘social good’ has been valued at the estimated 
value of their labour during 2015-16, which has been 
contributed in-kind (akin to a donation). 

Based on the number of hours volunteered during 2015-16, 
and the estimated replacement cost of volunteer labour, the 
equivalent donation to the AFCT is estimated at $100,000. 

Table 9: Hours by volunteer staff in 2015–16

Total volunteer hours Number of volunteers

AFC Tours 378 45

Festival Theatre information booth 484

Concierge Desk 1,290

Artspace 273

OzAsia 463 100

Cabaret Festival 125 15

Festival of Arts 131

School Music Festivals 116

Work experience 80 8

Estimated total 3,340 168

Estimated equivalent cost per hour for volunteer 
staff

$30

Estimated total annual volunteer contribution at 
equivalent cost

$100,200

Volunteering time for community events is a key contributor 
to social capital (as discussed in the ABS Social Capital 
Framework). Volunteering contributes to social capital through 
increased social interactions, increasing the perception of 
reciprocity in the community, increased use of community 
facilities, participation in community organisations and 
increasing the sense of belonging in community in general. 

Source: AFCT
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3.3.4 Australian-Asian cultural 
engagement program
Over the last decade, the AFCT has steadily developed a national reputation for 
its successful focus on Asian-Australian cultural engagement. The AFCT has used 
performing arts, literature, film and visual arts to assist local Australian-Asian 
communities to connect to the Arts in South Australia and help improve Australians’ 
understanding of Asian culture, traditions and language. The highest profile example 
of this program is the highly successful OzAsia festival (the impact of which has 
already been considered in the AFCT’s program of works in South Australia). The 
cultural engagement program has also resulted in a range of contributions to South 
Australia and the Arts in general, such as:

• ► Continuing and expanding the OzAsia Festival and in particular the Moon Lantern 
Festival (which attracted 50,000 attendees to Elder Park in 2015-16), including 
providing cultural and educational workshops, performances, and the Moon 
Lantern Parade

• ► Providing international opportunities for Australian artists through performances 
in Asia including a pop Cabaret Event in the Fringe Club in Hong Kong’s Central 
district, promoting the arts and South Australia to a wider audience. This includes 
showcasing several high profile Australian Cabaret artists in Hong Kong, as well 
as material from the AFC’s Indigenous Visual Arts Program to Asian audiences. 
This also includes partnerships with South Australian food and wine producers 
(providing marketing opportunities for South Australian businesses)

• ► The Memorandum of Agreement between Adelaide Festival Centre Trust and 
the Shandong Government’s Department of Culture to establish a collaborative 
program for the 2014 OzAsia Festival and providing opportunities to exhibit 
works and performing arts shows from Shandong in South Australia, and vice-
versa, throughout the year. This program strengthens the cultural ties between 
Australia and China

• ► Agreements with a number of performing arts institutions and festivals across 
Asia and Europe. This includes agreements to co-produce new artistic work with 
the National Centre of Performing Arts in Beijing, Guitar Festivals in Seville and 
Cordoba in Spain and, George Town Festival in Penang and funding agreements 
with a number of national and sub-national government agencies in Indonesia 

• ► Providing reciprocal training and exchange of arts administrators from Asia, 
through partnerships with the Hawke Institute and the University of South 
Australia, In the future this may also include providing opportunities for South 
Australian administrators to spend time in Asia

• ► Positions of leadership in the major Asian performing arts association, including 
the Chair of the peak arts body in Asia, the in particular the chairmanship of the 
Association of Asia Pacific Performing Arts Centres (AAPPAC)

September 2015 also saw the expansion of the Night Noodle Markets into South 
Australia with more than 123,000 people coming to the AFC over 11 nights to 
partake in this event.8 

The AFCT’s cultural program acts to enhance South Australia’s brand overseas, 
contributes to the awareness of the Arts and enhances social and cultural 
connections, including through the hosting of foreign delegations. 

This expanding cultural program has significant value in promoting South Australia 
to national and international audiences, including through the media, and growing 
its reputation as a culturally sophisticated location. This is likely to result in increased 

8
 The economic contribution of new visitation to Greater Adelaide as a result of the Night Noodle Markets has been monetised 
in this analysis.
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tourism, education and business opportunities in future years.

Media Monitors has undertaken an assessment for the AFC of media (newspaper, radio 
and TV) coverage of OzAsia, the Guitar Festival, Cabaret and Ghost (musical) in  
2015-16. At advertising space rates, the national coverage had an estimated of value 
of $28.5 million.

AFCT events also gain substantial coverages in international media, for example:

• ► The signing of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between OzAsia Festival 
and the George Town Festival in Penang was covered by Malay Mail Online9 and 
The Malaysian Insider10

• ► The signing of the MoU between Adelaide Festival Centre and China Cultural 
Centre in Sydney was covered by China Central TV and the Peoples’ Daily in China 
(the latter claims an on-line readership of 400 million per day)

• ► OzAsia hosted an Indonesian film crew who covered a number of Indonesian 
elements of the program including Cry Jailolo, The Streets and Hong Community 
Workshops. This was aired on Indonesia’s largest TV network, MNC TV which has a 
claimed reach of 250 million viewers

3.3.5 Guitar Festival and dreamBIG
The economic contribution associated with the AFCT’s biennial offerings such as the 
Guitar Festival (August 2016) and the dreamBIG Children’s Festival (May 2015) that 
did not occur in 2015-16 has not been monetised in this report.

The 2016 Adelaide Guitar Festival was labelled a resounding success with more than 
34,000 attendances11 with sold out shows including classical performances of the 
highest calibre: Guitar Festival Symphony Gala and Grigoryan Muthspiel Schaupp. 

The 2015 dreamBIG Children’s Festival (formerly Come Out) saw over 100,000 young 
people and their families immersing themselves in the arts.12

9
 http://www.themalaymailonline.com/malaysia/article/connecting-the-light-a-tale-of-two-cities 

10
 http://www.themalaysianinsider.com/citynews/georgetown/article/george-town-festival-to-collaborate-with-adelaide- 
counterpart/george-town-festival-to-collaborate-with-adelaide-counterpart 

11
 Data provided by the AFC 

12
 Data provided by the AFC 
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3.3.6 Existence value
The AFC also has a value derived from its existence, separate 
from the value people generate from attending performances 
and events. For instance, residents of New York or London take 
a level of pride in their public arts facilities and programs, even 
if they do not visit them often or at all. The Adelaide Festival 
Centre, as one of the highest profile arts facilities in South 
Australia, has an existence value to South Australians. This is 
sometimes also referred to as ‘civic pride’ value. 

From an economic perspective, two major reasons that it is 
worthwhile considering the existence value of the AFC include: 

1 The Arts provides a social good and positive externalities to 
people in the community, and

2 The Arts has an educational benefit which has a value, even if 
is not apparent to all audiences. 

To determine the potential existence value of the AFC, we 
have compiled comparable studies conducted on international 
cultural facilities. In each of the studies presented, residents of 

Table 10: Existence values of comparable sites

Site 
(Year of study)

Description and method Mean annual  
$ per resident  

(AUD, 2015–16)

Royal Theatre, Copenhagen, Denmark 
(1997)

The Royal Theatre in Copenhagen is the national Danish performing arts 
centre, dating to the 19th century and centrally located in the King’s 
New Square.

$22*

Mildura Arts Centre, Australia (1980) The Mildura Arts Centre is the centre of performing arts in North-
West Victoria., The Centre was used primarily for theatre and gallery 
exhibitions in the 1980s.

$17

Central Park, Valencia, Spain (2005) Valencia’s (pop: 1.7m) plans to re-develop its old train station and the 
surrounding area include open spaces, cultural and artistic hubs, youth 
spaces and recreation areas.

$87

Galeria Borghese, Rome, Italy (2001) Galeria Borghese is a major Italian art gallery in Rome, displaying 
collections of Roman sculptures and renaissance artworks.

$9

National Museum of Sculpture of 
Valladolid, Spain (2001)

The National Museum of Sculpture is a major museum in Valladolid (pop: 
300,000) that houses sculptures ranging from the Middle Ages to the 
19th century.

$80

Spanish Contemporary Art Museum, 
Valladolid, Spain (2008)

The Contemporary Art Museum is located in the city of Valladolid and 
houses important Spanish pieces from the 20th and 21st century.

$30

Museum of Central Finland (1997) The Museum of Central Finland in Jyväskylä (pop: 80,000) is a 
museum of cultural history that presents the history of the region from 
prehistoric times to the present.

$33

Average existence value
(low/high)

$40 
($9—$87)

Estimated AFC existence value** $52.3 million 
($11 million—$115 million)

respective locations were surveyed regarding their willingness 
to pay (WTP) for the cultural site. Surveys were conducted using 
a variety of methods such as phone, mail or face-to-face. The 
purpose of a WTP survey is to elicit the value that residents 
(be they users or non-users) place on the site other than the 
cost for any specific event. Respondents were presented with 
hypothetical scenarios such as the payment of additional taxes 
or a donation. The outputs of these studies are presented in 
Table 10. 

Based on the comparable sites available, the average willingness 
to pay for similar cultural facilities ranged from $9 to $87, with 
an average of $40 per resident per annum. This corresponds to 
an estimated value of $52 million, with a range of between $11 
million and $115 million. 

The use of existence values is a best available approximation of 
a complicated cultural and social good. This is partly reflected in 
the wide range of estimates shown. 

Source: See bibliography

Note: *Median is presented as no mean is available. **Based on a population of Greater Adelaide of 1.32m residents. 
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3.4 Summary 
The total economic and social contribution of the AFCT is a 
product of its direct activities, including ticket sales, commercial 
business activities, and additional business generated in 
surrounding businesses from AFCT events – as well as its flow-on 
economic and social contribution. Each of these factors has been 
considered separately, and is summarised in Table 11.  

Table 11: AFCT total economic and social contribution in 2015-16 (mid-point estimate)

Economic contribution item Corresponding source Economic contribution 
Contribution to GRP, 

$ millions

a Direct economic 
contribution

Ticket sales, AFCT theatre services, ticket services and box office 
revenues
Revenues from AFCT food and beverage activities and expenditure in 
non-AFCT businesses
Revenues from AFC car park and non-AFCT businesses
Tourism related expenditure in non-AFCT businesses from AFCT events

$43.4 million

b Indirect economic 
contribution – industrial 
effect

Indirect contribution generated by AFCT from input goods and services 
sold to the AFCT and businesses earning revenue from AFCT events

$29.8 million

c Indirect economic 
contribution – consumption 
effect

Indirect contribution generated by AFCT and businesses earning 
revenue from AFCT events from the effect of wages and salaries spent 
on household consumption

$34.6 million

d=a+b+c Total direct and indirect 
economic contribution

Sum of direct and indirect economic contribution $107.8 million

e Social contribution - 
existence value

Non-use value from residents (civic pride) $52.3 million

f Social contribution – other 
monetised

Other monetised social contribution $0.1 million

g Social contribution – other 
non-monetised

Other non-monetised social contribution Non-monetised contribution 
to social and cultural goods

h=e+f+g Total social contribution Sum of social contributions (monetised and non- monetised) $52.4 million

i=d+h Sum of direct and indirect economic and social value contributions $160.2 million

Source: REMPLAN, AFCT 

The AFCT made a $108 million contribution to GRP in 
2015-16, as well as a further $52 million in monetised social 
factors. The activities of the AFCT in 2015-16 also resulted in 
the direct contribution of 589 jobs in Greater Adelaide, and 
a further 488 jobs in flow-on effects. The total contribution 
to employment during 2015-16, including direct and indirect 
effects was 1,076 jobs.

The AFCT also contributed to increased social capital and 
enhanced community connectivity. The AFCT encourages 
volunteering, social participation and reciprocity by providing 
a community site that individuals and groups view as a worthy 
cause. It provides opportunities for individuals and groups 
to volunteer and actively participate in day to day activities. 
AFCT also facilitates social inclusion and diversity through the 
range of festivals, events and programs. These festivals and 
programs encourage social behaviour, and promote diversity 
and inclusiveness of different cultures. 
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